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Technomics Overview

Technomics is an Adjective consulting firm that has been offering a range of decision support analysis

services to the Acronym and other federal clients for 30 years. Located in Arlington, VA and

City , Technomics' professional service offerings, anchored by our core area of expertise of cost

estimating and cost analysis of Adjective systems, are aimed at helping our clients make Better Decisions

Faster.

Better decisions means that we apply data-driven and Adjective approaches to achieve practical, credible

and Adjective results offering actionable Noun - Plural . We are able to achieve these results faster

because we are able to apply multidisciplinary talent, subject matter experts, and tangible and repeatable assets

such as Noun - Plural , models, approaches and techniques. Additionally, we are able to continuously grow

our talent organically through our own training institute - Acronym .

Our company, incorporated in Year , began as a two person company providing cost research and

modeling support to a small number of Organization clients. Over the years, both our client list and

professional service offerings have expanded. Today, we are a company of more than 75 highly skilled

Profession - Plural providing a wide array of support to all three Military Departments and the Office of the

Secretary of Defense (OSD), as well as a number of Federal Adjective agencies.

Our



employees are the primary contributor to our success. They are the core of the company, and range from senior

consultants, with Noun - Plural of experience, to junior consultants who have joined us immediately after

Verb - Present ends in ING from college. Our skilled staff has a variety of Adjective backgrounds and

educational disciplines providing an appropriate breadth of Noun and experience for accomplishing the

varied tasks we provide for our clients.

Our clients include many of the most Adjective and respected cost analysis organizations throughout the

federal government, as well as DoD system Proper Noun - Plural and program management organizations,

and private industry. These clients have come to depend on our expertise to assist them in making

Adjective decisions.
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